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ONE Differentiated Message! It takes: 

How to use articles to get prospects attracted to your  

business and win more sales. 
 

What makes it so difficult to capture more sales? 

 

Your sales people are trying hard to get new business. 

Most often they are not pre-sold because prospects don’t know your company. 

The prospect is approached by many competing companies. 

If you haven’t conveyed a distinguishing and unique difference, you look like all the rest. 

 

The big issue is that the prospect doesn't really recognize you as an expert. 

You’re not viewed as much different than the others out there. 

 

Dare I say it: if you’re perceived as a commodity, that means they’ll judge you on price. 
Ugh, that hurts and should drive you to a bottle of Advil. 

 

Many marketing tools are applied to get business, but forget the most important factor.  

 

In order to get a prospect’s attention, companies use all kinds of strategies, media and 
marketing tools.  Business people tend to lean heavily on many marketing tools, but tend 
to overlook their real power: their differentiated value message. 

 

 

Your unique value  

difference matters,  

and articles  

support that. 



What makes  

you different is 

what makes  

you money. 

Your untapped advantage: a side-door entry! 

 

Articles, yes, articles get you in the side door by gaining the prospect’s interest.  

Why? Because well written articles rarely if ever, try to sell overtly. (That’s critical!) 

 

A well written article will brilliantly sell for you. (That’s powerful.) 

 

Articles educate, promote authority, credibility and clarify differentiation. (Brilliant.) 

They offer valid information on a topic, so prospects don’t go on sales defense.  

 

The more you inform on a topic–your area of expertise and clear value difference–the more 
they become interested in following up with your company. (It just makes sense.) 

 

It’s that ONE thing that you do in some extraordinary way that competitors cannot. 

That’s what makes your prospects more likely to choose you over your competition.  

 

Well-crafted, stimulating articles are vital for your website, social media, and all internal and 
external communications.  

 

Well crafted articles published online, on your website, social media and print can drive  

hundreds of readers/prospects to your business giving you more and more credibility.  



The competition can write articles too, right?  

 

Sure. The difference is the ability to attract the audience to what you’re writing about and 
then keep them reading and have them look forward to reading more of what you have to 
say. Now you’re no longer perceived as the “salesperson” or “commodity,” and are 
viewed as the educator, expert and entertainer. 

 

Hold on: Did you just say entertainer?  

 

What does entertainment have to do with article writing: Reader Adhesion! That gets 
them to keep reading what you have to say. Your articles need to educate, and take the 
audience on a ride of intellectual and emotional appeals. The mistake in most articles is 
that they typically present static information, void of creativity. That cannot create reader 
adhesion.  

 

There’s no reason not to begin today.  

 

The key is the ability to get a message across to convey the true uniqueness in what you 
offer—separating your business from the others out there. Then you get prospects to 
come to you, instead of always pursuing them. You can start moving into that side-door 
right now. Is there any logical reason why you wouldn't? 

 

Let’s have a conversation. 

If you have a 

product that 

should stand out, 

don’t let it blend 

in with all the  

others out there. 
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Have you looked at your Home Page, About Page, your printed material, your social media?  
 
I mean really looked? 
 
• Do you convey your value, that amazing uniqueness? 
• Does your message draw prospects in or do they click out in the typical 3 seconds? 
• Do they spend time reading what you have to say and act on it? 
• Do they realize that your company is the only logical solution to do business with? 

It’s true: your message directly impacts: 

 

Your sales opportunities. 

Your sales people. 

Your marketing worth. 

Your price point. 

Your profitability. 

Your brand. 

 

And your future positioning! 

IT’S AMAZING.  
I talk with business professionals who 
convey passionate and meaningful infor-
mation about how their products 
uniquely help customers. They are  
animated as they talk in rich detail. They 
tell me stories of their distinctive 
uniqueness.  
 
POOF—ALL GONE!  
But when I review their websites and 
marketing materials, not a word of that 
distinctive value is conveyed. There’s no 
story. Only lists of information and lots 
of platitudes.  
Opportunities to attract profitable sales 
are missed.  
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Online, offline, articles can help your message make 
a difference. And I make this simple for you on a 
freelance basis. So, I’m easy to work with. This can 
really help you.      

 

Let’s have that conversation. There’s no obligation. 

203.232.5527 

pirozzolimarketing@gmail.com 

I write articles across business categories that build credibility. Articles are often perceived as third party endorsements. 
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As a freelance Creative Director I can help deliver your powerful value message—the 
one that attracts the right customers through highly effective articles. 

 

The result is astounding. 

 

Once I complete my work, you take it from there.  

 

I assure that the process is effective and smooth. 

 

Plus, an outside-in view always makes a positive difference! 

 

 

I’m available. Contact me. 

Pirozzoli                           

A confidential call is a great way to start. 

203.232.5527 
pirozzolimarketing@gmail.com    
pirozzoli.us 
P.O. Box 471 
Watertown, CT 06795 
 

Al Pirozzoli Creative Director  

International John Caples Award  
     Seven International Telly Awards 
The Mead National Design Award 
      International Hermes Creative Award  



Kitchen is Theater 

How Fast Are You? 
Watching Precision 

Always a place  
    for good taste 
(Artisan Breads) 

Keep it Greener  

Preserving 
Pioneer Heritage 

(Pro Bono) 

NHL /  On Solid Ice 

Anything is Possible 

Your marketing story begins by  

defining what you offer: uniquely.  

It gives you something upon which  

to build a value story that your 

competitors can’t. 

 

Keep in mind, what makes you different, 

makes you money! 

What's your unique story? 

Are you telling it, building on it? 

Sports 

Elements of Performance 

The Tougher. The Better. 

National Association  of 
Intercollegiate Athletics 

Character:  
The Right Game For Life 

Be Among The Best 

Factory  

Prefinished 

Siding 

Paint it. 
Before You Build It. 

You can’t make parts if you 
can’t get the alloys. 

Fresh. Never Frozen  
Entrées 

Multi Spindle. 

Multi Solution. 

Multi Profit. 

Solutionary! 

Defensive 
Communications 

Center of The Plate Profits 

Nothing Off The Shelf 


